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“The most perilous moment for a bad government is one when it seeks to mend its 
ways.”1

“The people are hard to rule 
because they have too much knowledge.

Therefore,
Ruling a state through knowledge is to rob the state;
Ruling a state through ignorance 

brings integrity to the state.”2

Although the state-initiated creation of village-level democracy in China was 

motivated by a desire to contain peasant anger, recent village elections have been 

accompanied by angry peasants demanding fairer elections and an end to local 

corruption.  Despite the expansion and maturation of village-level elections, rural 

Chinese are increasingly taking to the streets to defend collective and personal interests. 

In the past fifteen years, social scientists have produced large bodies of scholarship on the

causes and modalities of contemporary Chinese resistance, as well as the current state of 

village elections.3  This paper will explore the dynamic interrelations between village-

level democracy and rural collective action.      

China’s post-1979 economic liberalization has undoubtedly raised the standard of 

living for many Chinese, but it has also “been accompanied by worsening mass-elite 
1 Sidney Tarrow quoting Tocqueville, in Power in Movement: social movements, 
collective action, and politics, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1994, pg. 81 
2 Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, (translated by Victor Mair), Bantam Dell Publishing Group, 
New York, 1990, p. 40 
3 See literature review below
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relations.”4   Year by year, protests have increased dramatically; in 1993, there were 8,700

cases, 11,000 in 1995, 15,000 in 1997, 32,000 in 1999, and 40,000 in 2004.5  Beginning 

in the 1980s, rural protests and general social instability in the countryside posed serious 

threats to the center’s capacity to govern.  Because the majority of China’s citizens were 

(and still are) peasants, the question of how to deal with burgeoning rural discontent was 

the topic of heated debate among central elites.  The result of this debate was the passage 

of the Organic Law of Villagers Committees of 1987 (hereafter referred to as the Organic

Law), which mandated villages elect villagers committees to oversee management of the 

village.  The Organic Law, it was thought, would quell rural instability because villagers 

would be involved in the political process and would elect competent village leaders.  

Although some cases indicate that village elections have resulted in swift economic 

development and consequent social stability, village democracy has also provided 

peasants with new physical spaces, vocabularies, and the beginnings of a collective rights

consciousness that seem to have contributed to increased rural instability.

The first section of the paper will provide a brief review of current scholarship on 

China’s rural unrest and the current state of village democracy.  The next section will 

present a short history of village democracy in China and the ensuing debate in the upper 

echelons of the bureaucracy.  The original and current topics of debate will serve as 

points of reference in my exploration of the relationship between social instability and 

village democracy.  The quality of elections varies greatly from village to village, as do 

particular socio-economic circumstances.  Data on village protests are also difficult to 

4 Lianjiang Li and Kevin O’Brien, “Villagers and Popular resistance in Contemporary 
China,” Modern China Vol. 22, No. 1, January 1996, pg 28
5 Baogang He, “Social Protests and Rural Democracy in China,” unpublished paper 
pg. 4
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come by, so I will not attempt to prove a causal relationship between village democracy 

and rural protests.  Rather, newspaper articles covering different incidents of rural unrest 

in various villages will highlight how election spaces play an important role in villager 

resistance.  By juxtaposing these cases with the state of the current system of village 

democracy and role of the Party, the paper will conclude with some tentative conclusions 

about the interrelations among elections, protests, and the loci of power in China’s 

villages.

Literature Review

In the current scholarship on rural resistance in China, one frequently finds the 

phrase “rightful resistance,” first coined by Kevin O’Brien in his article of that name.6  

“Rightful resisters,” O’Brien asserts, work the territory between elites and co-opt the 

language of the regime to pursue their interests and advance their claims.  They utilize 

non-violent, state-condoned methods and operate within an existing legal framework, 

noisily combining legal rhetoric and collective action.  According to O’Brien, these 

incidents “reflect new understandings and aspirations and spring from a creative 

reworking of official rights talk,” and show that peasants are “displaying an increasingly 

sophisticated rights consciousness.” 7   

In a more recent paper, O’Brien and Li examine the effects of popular resistance 

on policy making.  Popular resistance, they argue, “draws the attention of the central 

government to insubordination by local leaders and prompts them to take corrective 

6 Kevin O’Brien, “Rightful Resistance,” World Politics, Vol. 49, Issue 1, 1996
7 Ibid. pg. 12
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steps.”8  Poor implementation of existing laws is a primary cause of rural unrest, and 

popular protests “can provide central authorities with crucial intelligence about policy 

violations and help it break through the host of ‘protective umbrellas’ (baohu san) that 

local leaders use to fend off oversight.”9  

Bernstein and Lü locate the roots of rural unrest in China’s taxation system, which

has allowed local (and central) officials to extract unreasonable, ad hoc, and arbitrary 

fees.10  In less developed areas of the countryside, village leaders generally cannot rely on

resource generating township-village enterprises (TVEs) to generate village revenue, so 

they turn to peasants to raise funds for projects.   Predatory behavior, the authors assert, is

closely interrelated with the goal of development.11  The authors historically and 

institutionally contextualize the taxation difficulties of village cadres, and briefly look at 

village elections as the center’s response to rural taxation problems.  

David Zweig asserts that although some protests erupt because of peasants’ 

perception of unfair taxes, levies are just one in a series of “externalities of 

development.”  Whereas 23% of the cases of protest he studied from 1988 to 1997 dealt 

with imposition of unfair taxes, 20% of the cases were rooted in bogus land requisitions.  

Election fraud was another cause of rural protests.12  Because approximately half the 

8 Li and O’Brien, “Popular Contention and its Impact in Rural China,” Comparative 
Political Studies, Vol. 38, No. 3, April 2005, pg 240 
9 Ibid. pg. 241
10 Bernstein and Lü, Taxation Without Representation in Contemporary Rural China, 
Cambridge University Press, UK, 2003, pg 9
11 Ibid.
12 David Zweig, “The Externalities of Development,” in Chinese Society: Change, 
Conflict and Resistance, Ed. Elizabeth Perry and Mark Seldon, Routledge, New York, 
NY, 2000, pg. 120-142
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protest cases he studied were over issues decided at the township level or above, “local 

elections did not play a very great role in resolving these cases.”13  

Baogang He, in his study on the relationship between village democracy and 

village protests, concludes that rural protests over elections deepen democracy, and bring 

village committees and villagers together to resist unlawful local policies decided by 

townships.  Villagers’ protests draw the attention of higher authorities, who frequently 

intervene on peasants’ behalf to resolve disputes.14  This process of negotiation among 

different “power clusters” within the village and higher officials results in the 

transformation of formal institutions into truly meaningful ones.15 

He and the other authors mentioned above deemphasize the importance of the 

intermediate step between villager dissatisfaction with an election (or other issue) and its 

resolution.  This intermediate step of rural protest during election time indicates that the 

reverse of He’s conclusion may also be true: village democracy, in its present form, in 

fact may positively correlate with rural instability.  My first goal in this paper is to 

highlight the relationship between village elections and rural instability.  Villagers in rural

China are using elections as spaces to voice general complaints and flawed election 

procedures.  My second goal is to propose possible reasons for this trend, couching them 

in O’Brien’s concept of “rightful resistance” and Tarrow’s “opportunity” theories of 

collective action.  

History of the debate

13 Ibid. pg. 139
14 For examples of authorities intervening on behalf of peasant interests, see O’Brien and 
Li, “Popular Contention and its Impact in Rural China,” pg. 241-242
15 Baogang He, “Social Protests and Rural Democracy in China”
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 The Chinese government’s process of decollectivization entailed dismantling one 

of its primary rural command structures: the commune.  For the center, this was a 

difficult political sacrifice made with the belief that it would lead to the empowerment of 

peasants, which would, in turn, lead China to modernization.  However, “the 

implementation of the HRS [household registration system] in rural areas characterized 

by the assignment of land to individual peasants, division of village collective properties, 

and lease of the village enterprise by individual peasants and the dismantlement of the 

people’s commune in 1984 greatly weakened the organizational and institutional linkage 

between the state and the peasantry.”16  As the center’s control over the countryside 

dwindled, peasants in Guangxi began experimenting with their own forms of self-

governance to address growing social instability and the “broader political crisis that was 

fast becoming apparent as family farming took hold and brigades and production teams 

stopped functioning.”17  O’Brien highlights the importance of these early villagers 

committees as genuinely autonomous and self-governing.  These committees were not 

expected to help township governments enforce state policies, nor did they rely on 

townships to conduct their work.   These village committees quickly drew the attention of

provincial officials, who reported the situation to central officials in Beijing.  

Proponents

16 Weixing Chen, The Political Economy of rural Development in China, 1978-1999, 
Praeger Publishers, Westport, CT, 1999, pg. 106
17 Kevin O’Brien and Lianjiang Li, “Accommodating “Democracy” in a One-Party State: 
Introducing Village Elections in China,” in Elections and Democracy in Greater China, 
Ed. By Larry Diamond and Ramon Myers, Oxford University Press, 2000 pg. 101.  For 
examples of O’Brien and Li’s reference to “the political crisis,” see Bernstein and Lü, 
Taxation Without Representation, chapters 1-4. 
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In Beijing, Peng Zhen, then Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National 

People’s Congress (NPC), was taken with the idea of village democracy.  He aggressively

tried to persuade his comrades that implementing a national policy of village self-

governance would effectively regain control of the countryside and promote rural 

modernization.  The situation in the countryside had worsened, with one Ministry of Civil

Affairs (MoCA) report stating that 39% of villagers thought their local governments had 

come to a standstill.18  The worsening relations between cadres and villagers threatened to

cripple the Party’s capacity to rule the countryside.  Peng Zhen, Bo Yibo, and their allies 

argued that the cycle of collapse begins when village officials have to meet unpopular 

state quotas on grain procurement, birth control, and taxes.

Village officials resorted (and continue to resort) to coercive tactics to secure 

villager compliance with these national quotas, which weakened the government’s 

legitimacy and incited village rebellions.  Self-government, according to its original 

proponents in the NPC, was about getting villagers to enforce unpopular policies on 

themselves.19  Jean Oi explains that elections were included in the plan for villager self-

government to establish village officials who could convince their fellow villagers of the 

merits of contributing to the good of the community.20  The logic was partially based on 

the assumption that in the new reform era, villagers were self-interested and 

economically motivated.  If left to their own devices, villagers would vote in young, 

educated, competent officials who would be capable of meeting state quotas, be 

responsive to villagers’ interests, and most importantly, develop the rural economy. 

18 Daniel Kelliher, “The Chinese Debate over Village Self-Government,” The China 
Journal, No. 37, Jan. 1997, pg. 67
19 Ibid. pg. 72 
20 Jean Oi, “Economic Development, Stability and Democratic Village Self-governance,” 
China Review, Chinese University Press, Hong Kong, 1996
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Opponents

Whereas village democracy was fairly popular in Beijing, the biggest opponents 

of village democracy were local Party officials.21  Doing their jobs right (i.e. enforcing 

unpopular central policies), they argued, would inevitably mean unpopularity at the polls.

Moreover, fulfilling state quotas would be impossible because villagers wouldn’t elect 

officials who would enforce such unpopular state policies.  Opponents recently pointed to

how villagers in Liaoning “’mistook self-government for freedom and tax resistance 

broke out in 60% of villages.’”22 Additionally, Party power in the village depended on the

ability of townships to appoint village leaders.  Village elections, local opponents feared, 

would take this prerogative away.23  Opponents, O’Brien asserts, were also concerned 

about the likely complications associated with the dual-system of elected village 

committees and appointed village Party branches.24  Underlying these institutional 

concerns was the general conviction that villagers simply aren’t capable of governing 

themselves.  According to some opponents of village self-governance, villagers are 

simply too uneducated and don’t care enough about democracy to create their own 

effective village governments.25

Resolution: The Organic Law

21 For examples, see Kelliher, pgs. 78-80
22 Kelliher, referencing Chen Shiyun’s “Cunmin weihyuanhui jianshe qingkuang,” pg. 80
23 Kelliher, pg. 79
24 O’Brien, “Implementing Political Reform in China’s villages,” Australian Journal of 
Chinese Affairs, Issue 32, 1994
25 Kelliher, pg. 79
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Peng Zhen eventually persuaded his comrades to support elections at the village 

level, and the result was the trial-basis passage of the Organic Law in 1987.  The law 

stipulates that village committees consist of one committee chairman, one or two deputy 

chairmen, and a variable number of members.  All villagers, regardless of their ethnicity, 

occupation, family status, property status, sex, and party affiliation are permitted by the 

Organic Law to vote and be elected to the village committee. “Besides the principle of 

the direct election of all three village committee positions by all eligible voters, the 

Organic Law does not provide any further guidance regarding voting procedures or 

methods.”26  The result is a dizzying array of nomination and election procedures.27  In 

terms of actual governance, the village committee would deal with the day-to-day 

management of the village.  According to the 1998 revision of the Organic Law, the “The

People’s Government at the township, nationality township, and town levels shall give 

guidance, support, and assistance to the work of the village committees. . . [and] shall not

intervene in matters that, according to existing law, lie within the jurisdiction of the self-

governance of the village people.”28 

In the eighteen years since the passage of the first Organic Law, the number of 

protests has increased dramatically.  A full exploration of the effects of the Organic Law 

on social instability in rural China is beyond the scope of this paper.  What the following 

section will highlight, however, is how the Organic Law has provided peasants with 

various new, institutionalized opportunities to voice their grievances.  Newspaper articles 

and other scholars’ descriptions of rural protests at election time show how peasants use 

26 Emerson Niou, “Implementing Village Elections in China: Voting methods and 
outcomes,” EAI Working Paper No. 46, July, 2000, pg. 4
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid. pg. 15
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village election times, spaces, and rhetoric to voice both general and election-related 

complaints. 

Cases

Elections as spaces for election related grievances

Although most villages in China have implemented the Organic Law in some 

capacity, election irregularities continue to be a point of contention between villagers and 

officials.  Incumbent village committees, townships, Party branches, and enterprising 

candidates attempt to manipulate village elections to further their interests.  Villagers use 

election times to protest these activities in any number of creative ways.  For example, 

when one village in Hunan faced an illegal snap election, villagers plastered seventy-four 

posters all around the village, “calling on voters to reject handpicked candidates and to 

‘oppose dictatorial elections.’” The posters (written on white paper, signifying death and 

ill fortune) alerted county officials, who investigated the villagers’ charges and ruled that 

the balloting should be rescheduled and nominations reopened.29  In another case in 1992,

protesters chose to use a more traditional form of resistance.  Hundreds of Shanxi 

villagers attacked Yuncheng County government offices, demanding that an election be 

nullified after a candidate accompanied a mobile ballot box as it moved from location to 

location.30  In both of these cases, villagers’ protests of illegal election procedures 

attracted the attention of higher-level officials who intervened on behalf of peasants.

In a case from January 2002, hundreds of residents from an eastern Chinese 

village staged a four-day protest over elections they said were fixed by local authorities.  

29 O’Brien and Li, “Villagers and Popular Resistance in Contemporary China,” pgs. 48-49
30 Ibid.
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According to one villager, more than 1,000 of Shilaoren's 2,900 registered voters were 

prohibited from voting in the January 28 village poll.  “The ban prompted between 200 

and 400 voters to begin protesting from election day in front of the municipal government

building in Qingdao city, and at the district government building in Laoshan town. ‘We 

are about to hold an investigation into the matter, but we consider that the legality of the 

elections was respected,’ an official in the local civil affairs department told AFP.’  He 

official condemned the ongoing demonstrations as ‘illegal due to a lack of official 

approval.’”31  According to the interviewed villager, 300 workers at local township 

enterprises were given only one voter registration document each, meaning other eligible 

family members were prevented from voting.  He said the current village election 

committee adopted this method in order to get the village committee reelected.  

Additional corruption was also reported: workers were promised salary increases if they 

voted for incumbents, and threatened with dismissal if they did not.  Moreover, voting 

was not conducted in secret.32

   Whereas these cases demonstrate how villagers’ elections have created new 

opportunities for procedural irregularities and the institutional means to protest them, 

villagers have also utilized election spaces to protest candidates they perceive as corrupt. 

During a village committee election in Hubei, “at the exact moment when ballots were 

being distributed, one villager leaped to the platform where the election committee was 

presiding, grabbed a microphone, and shouted, ‘Xiong Dachao is a corrupt cadre.  Don’t 

vote for him!’” Other villagers joined in the shouting and a riot ensued during which the 

protesters tore up the ballots of bystanders. The protest instigators were originally set to 

31 FBIS--AFP Hong Kong, World News Connection, “Protest Lasts 4 Days Against 
Village Election”
32 Ibid.
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be prosecuted for “impeding an election,” but after consulting with the NPC, township 

officials eventually decided it was “’not appropriate to regard their actions as illegal’” 

because the original nominating process had been conducted improperly.  The results of 

the interrupted election were declared null and void and balloting was rescheduled.33 

In the next case, villagers in Hebei first attempted to utilize legal means of 

recourse, namely, petitioning higher levels of government, before mobilizing a protest 

against officials they perceived as incompetent. After the township rejected all of their 

appeals, one villager happened to come across a copy of the Organic Law lying on a desk

in a township office.  The farmers studied the law and “resolved to ‘lodge complaints 

against the township government for violating the Organic Law by not holding 

democratic elections.”’34 The angry farmers brought other villagers into their activist 

circle, and went to the county civil affairs bureau and the county organization department.

The township promptly held villager elections in response to mounting villager pressure. 

Some election-time protests focus on or are rooted in the disputed locations of 

village power.  Villagers, village committees, and village Party branches utilize elections 

as arenas for contesting authority.  In one case, over a hundred Hebei villagers went to the

Central Disciplinary Inspection Commission in Beijing to lodge complaints concerning 

election irregularities.  Their township Party committee had insisted that the village Party 

branch nominate candidates, but villagers argued that their Party branch had no right to 

nominate village cadres.  “Because the Party was the ‘leader,’ they argued, the election 

would be pointless if the Party branch selected candidates; ‘wouldn’t voting for other 

candidates amount to defying Party leadership?’”35 

33 O’Brien and Li, “Villagers and Popular Resistance in Contemporary China,” pgs. 48-49
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
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Another case from Guangdong illustrates protesters’ response to the power 

conflict between Party and villagers. In 1998, residents of Daxing village, Guangdong, 

accused party cadres of denying them their right to vote in local elections.  They claimed 

the village election committee barred 500 of 800 eligible voters from casting their ballots 

in a village committee election.  “The village election committee, which was composed 

largely of Communist Party members, had stipulated only one member of every 

household could participate, reducing the pool of voters to 300.  Two villagers, Liang 

Bingyau and Huang Daiyu, took the lead role in distributing a letter in Dashing on 

October 31 alleging the election committee was violating the law. Other villagers then 

boycotted the election, forcing it to be abandoned, the statement said.”36  

Whereas the above cases highlight villagers’ protests at election time, the 

following case is a vivid example of elected officials’ response to the tensions between 

village committees and Party branches. In 2001, fifty-seven elected local village 

committee officials resigned in protest over an overbearing township Party secretary in 

Shandong Province.  After repeated appeals to provincial and city officials proved 

unhelpful, the elected officials simply resigned.  This reinvigorated the debate in the 

center over whether the Organic Law should be further amended to clarify the 

relationship between local party officials and villager committees.37  Although the 

elections provided the forum in which these conflicts played out, the ambiguous role of 

the Party in village affairs was the source of the conflict, a point later sections of the 

paper will further explore.

36 AFP Hong Kong, World News Connection, “PRC Villagers Protest Electoral Violation“
37 FBIS—AFP Hong Kong, 2001, “PRC Leader said jailed for mass resignation protest”
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The above cases highlight how village elections have expanded the possible 

forums and foci for local cadre corruption.  Village elections provide local officials with 

ways to legitimate and consolidate their power.  Villagers protest election fraud at 

election time to immediately disrupt and challenge the authority of corrupt officials 

assuming or resuming office.  Moreover, higher-level officials tend to focus their 

attention on villages during the election process, so villagers are more likely to secure 

favorable intervention from higher officials if they protest on the day of the election.     

Elections as spaces for general grievances

Sometimes, villagers choose elections as spaces to voice general grievances.  In 

September, 2004, in a village under Huashan Township, Linjiang City, in Jilin Province, 

villagers refused to participate in village committee and party branch elections “in protest

against local officials’ administrative and financial irregularities.”  This drew the attention

of the Linjiang City Commission for Discipline Inspection, which initiated an 

investigation of the incident.  “After more than two months of intensive investigation, the

investigation team found that the village officials failed to make public village affairs and

financial information and to hold villager representative meetings to discuss major village

affairs in the past two years.”  Most importantly, the Linjiang City Commission for 

Discipline Inspection prosecuted those cadres who had “violated party discipline.” 

Villagers subsequently cast their ballots and elected a new village committee and Party 

branch.38  

38 FBIS Report—“Highlights: Report on Village Democracy in PRC Provinces 21 Sept 
04-29 Jan 05”--on World News Connection
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In another case of protest against official corruption, villagers focused on the 

bogus land deals of an appointed Party secretary. On January 7, 2002, 4000 villagers 

blocked roads during an election in Qiaoixiang County, Guangdong Province.  The 

protest began when villagers refused to cast their votes, and demanded a former Party 

secretary disclose the results of his past land lease deals.  Villagers were angry because 

they had seen none of the profits of the deal, which they say secured the former Party 

secretary over 100 million yuan.  In addition to calls to prosecute other “fraudulent 

officials,” the villagers demanded equal distribution of profits from the leases.  The 

protest resulted in the cancellation of the election.39  This case is particularly significant 

because protesters decided the village committee election was the most appropriate space 

to voice their anger over an unelected official. 

Another creative way in which protesters strategically use elections is by inserting

general complaints into their cries of election fraud.  On January 4, 1999, 100 villagers 

from Guoyuan village, Jiangsu Province, went to Xuzhou city to complain about heavy 

taxes and the way officials organized village elections.  As the villagers rallied outside the

government building, officials refused to see the villagers and called in police from Feng 

County, which administered the village, to take the protestors home.  Approximately 100 

policemen came and put the villagers in trucks after beating thirty men.  Most of them 

were released, but ten were taken into custody.  Six of the detained villagers were later 

freed, while four remained in custody for disrupting social order.40

The above three cases highlight how villagers are seizing opportunities presented 

to them by village elections.  Sidney Tarrow defines these political opportunity structure 

39 AFP Hong Kong—“Ming Pao Says Village Election Turns Into Anti-Graft Protest in 
Guangdong Province” on World News Connection
40 AFP—“Chinese police detain four villagers for protest in Jiangsu province”
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as “consistent—but not necessarily formal or permanent—dimensions of the political 

environment that provide incentives for people to undertake collective action by affecting

their expectations for success or failure.”41  Tarrow goes on to describe how changes in 

opportunity structure create the conditions necessary for social instability in the form of 

social protest and social movements.  Important changes in opportunity structure include:

“the opening up of access to participation, shifts in ruling alignments, the availability of 

influential allies, and cleavages within and among elites.”42  As the next section of the 

paper will explore, the contemporary Chinese rural political environment seems to be 

experiencing variations on these theoretical changes in political opportunity structure.

New vocabularies and changing opportunity structures

The increased access enjoyed by villagers to the administration of daily village 

affairs is one obvious effect of the Organic Law.  Elections allow villagers to nominate 

and select any villager to the village committee, which is officially responsible for the 

management of the village.  The 1987 Organic Law has been implemented in many of 

China’s villages, meaning that many villagers are now involved (though to varying 

degrees) in an emerging rural political culture.43  Elections are symbolic events for many 

villagers.  It seems likely that to the extent that villagers perceive their voting in elections

as capable of eliciting government reaction, they may seek to “be involved” in other 

capacities (like collective action).    Moreover, the “semi-open” or dual-system nature of 

41 Sidney Tarrow, Power in Movement, social movements, collective action, and politics, 
Cambridge University Press, New York, 1994, pg. 85
42 Ibid. pg. 86
43 For example, every three years since 1988, approximately 930,000 villages are required
to hold elections for village chairs and committees.  See Robert Pastor and Qingshan Tan,
“The Meaning of China’s Village Elections,” in Elections and Democracy in Greater 
China, Oxford University Press, New York, 2000, pg. 126
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the rural political environment (characterized by supervision by both village committees 

and Party branches, a point explored in detail below) actually encourages collective 

action.  “Peter Eisinger argues that the relationship between protest and political 

opportunity is neither negative nor positive, but curvilinear: Neither full access nor its 

absence encourage the greatest degree of collective action.  Taking his cue from 

Tocqueville, Eisinger (p. 15) writes that protest is most likely ‘in systems characterized 

by a mix of open and closed factors.’”44 Thus, elections as symbols for political 

participation and the semi-open nature of the rural political structure help explain the 

relationship between village elections and rural protest.

Many of the protests discussed in this paper highlight how elections have 

introduced a new vocabulary into the rural political discourse.  This new vocabulary, 

when combined with villagers’ increasing rights consciousness, results in forms of 

resistance that Kevin O’Brien calls “rightful resistance.”  Generally speaking, rightful 

resistance “employs the rhetoric and commitments of the powerful to curb political or 

economic power.”45  The new vocabularies and rights consciousness that have 

accompanied the implementation of the Organic Law have provided villagers with new 

rhetorical tools to defend their personal interests against aggressive elites.  Rightful 

resisters are now “venturing forth in the name of unimpeachable ideals and in response to

the center’s ‘call.’ (haozhao), [and] they use the regime’s own pledges to assail corrupt 

and predatory cadres.”46    

44 Tarrow, pg. 86
45 O’Brien, “Rightful Resistance,” pg. 2
46 Ibid. pg. 5.  Interestingly, village Party-Branches have also attempted to co-opt and re-
read the language of the Organic Law to defend their interests and legitimate their 
authority.  In Daling village, Huoju town, Zhongshan city, after a newly elected village 
committee chairman attempted to take charge of the finances of the village collective 
assets (as stipulated in the Organic Law), the indignant village Party branch secretary 
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Villagers frame their grievances in the vocabularies of official rules while 

containing them to specific instances.  As O’Brien explains:  

“Unlike many disillusioned intellectuals in China’s cities, who tend to make 
sweeping, transgressive demands (such as calling for a reassessment of the 1989 
protests), rural rightful resisters usually take issue with more prosaic examples of policy 
misimplementation and opponents who are within ready reach. They seldom refer to 
grand constitutional principles to back up their claims and instead cast their charges in the
modest language of loyal intentions.  They find fault with clear-cut violations of central 
policies and laws, and also subtle instances of manipulation and selective 
misimplementation (O’Brien and Li, 1999), while targeting cadres who intentionally 
misread laws, tailor them, or conform to vague, incomplete clauses while ignoring their 
spirit.  They skillfully ‘venue shop’ (Rochon, 1998: 237) and take advantage of the 
limited institutionalization of Chinese politics to press their demands wherever their 
chances look best.”47 
 

The instrumental nature of most rightful resisters’ claims mirrors the logic employed by 

supporters of basic level-democracy at the center.  To the extent that villagers follow a 

similar logic and contain their grievances to specific instances, villagers seem to be 

indirectly participating in the debate of political elites. 

According to Kelliher, the fact that the arguments of central elites are all 

instrumental means that if elections don’t succeed in their “goals,” then the state will 

abandon village elections altogether.  To the extent that supporters in the center choose to 

de-emphasize intrinsic or ideological reasons for village elections, the future of rural 

democracy remains in jeopardy.48  While supporters of village-level democracy at the 

center are clearly focusing on the pragmatic benefits of village elections to appease hard-

noted that “’there are seven or eight articles in the Law which prescribe the functions of 
VCs, and they are very concrete and specific’, reinforcing his impression that his power 
had been drained of substance.”See Guo Zhenglin and Thomas Bernstein, “The Impact of
elections on the Village Structure of Power: the relations between the village committees 
and party branches,” Journal of Contemporary China, Vol. 13, No. 39, 2004
47 Kevin O’Brien and Lianjiang Li, Rightful Resistance: Contentious Politics in Rural 
China, unpublished book
48 Kelliher, pg. 24
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line conservatives, villagers focus on specific instances for their own strategic reasons.  It

may be the case that the absence of ideological rationale in the collaboration of village-

democracy supporters in the center and rightful resisters at the grass-roots will ensure the 

continuation and expansion of village-level democracy.  This relationship is a topic for 

further research.  

Two of Tarrow’s changing opportunity structures, shifts in ruling alignments and 

cleavages among elites, can be seen in the dual administrative system operating in the 

majority of Chinese villages.  In the 1997 Organic Law, the role of the village Party 

branch (VPB) is cumbersomely clarified as one of “guidance” (zhidao) rather than 

“leadership” (lingdao).  As Bjorn Alpermann notes, “the difference is more than 

semantics, since a “leadership relationship would have given townships the right to issue 

binding orders to the committees.  In a ‘guidance relationship’ the township authorities 

are supposed to work through persuasion and assistance.”49 Despite recent codification in 

the 1997 Organic Law, the relationship between the two organizations in most villages 

remains contentious at best and detrimental to rural stability and development at worst. 

Village committees are increasingly challenging VPBs over questions of power and 

authority in both electoral and economic spheres.  Moreover, because the locus of village 

power is so contended and unclear, villagers sometimes protest issues over which their 

elected officials have no authority.  

VPBs continue to have final say in many villages’ elections.  In one election in 

Yilin village near Jinan, the village Party-Secretary served as an arbitrator in a conflict 

49 Bjorn Alpermann, “The Post-Election Administration of Chinese Villages,” The China 
Journal, No. 46, July 2001, pg. 48
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over final candidates.50  Similarly, a recent Zhejiang provincial rule clarification imbued 

townships (the lowest rung on the Party controlled rural administrative system) with the 

power to investigate election recalls and irregularities.51  Township authority over village 

elections is not unique to Zhejiang.  In Hunan, 73.9% of respondents in one survey 

indicated that final candidates are confirmed by villager representative assemblies, which 

are frequently appointed by VPBs.52  Guo Peng suggests that this electoral regulatory 

power results in VPBs actively inserting candidates they support into the increasingly 

democratic village political structure.  Moreover, when villagers witness battles over 

village power and unelected VPBs win, they become disillusioned with their village 

leaders and move from the peaceful political arena of elections to violent riots. 53 

In many cases, controlling village Party secretaries monopolize power over 

everything from management of collective economic resources, including highly 

lucrative township-village enterprises (TVEs), to the supervision of tax and grain quota 

collection.54  For example in the above example of Yilin, the Party secretary also 

monopolized power over economic development. At the time of the article’s writing, 

50 Li Guangshou, “A Battle for Public Opinion in a Village on Jinan’s Outskirts,” 2005 
from www.chinaelections.org/en.  Alpermann corroborates this argument.  He found that 
final votes in some elections were left up to villager representative assemblies, and that in
the one village that used open nominations for candidates, the final list of candidates had 
to be approved by the township Party committee.  Moreover, “township authorities are 
able to influence or even reverse the decisions made by villages.” Alpermann, pg. 53
51 He Xiaoming, “Interpreting the amended electoral regulations of Zhejiang villager 
committees,” 2004, from www.chinaelections.org/en 
52 VPBs are also involved in the organization of elections through their positions on 
villager election committees.  According to He Xuefeng, 76% of respondents said that 
VPB secretaries also acted as chairs of villager election committees.  He Xuefeng, “An 
investigation and analysis on procedures of villager committee elections,” from 
www.chinaelections.org/en
53 See Guo Peng, “Relocating Village Direct elections Within the Official Selection 
System: A New Perspective,” from www.chinaelections.org/en
54 Guo Zhenglin and Thomas Bernstein, pg 258
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Yilin had experienced three land seizures, leaving each resident with only eight fen of 

land.  The central government had compensated villagers with 10,000 RMB/mu, but the 

VPB secretary, instead of redistributing the money to villagers, unilaterally invested it in 

a factory costing 20,000 RMB.  Villagers subsequently protested the move, claiming that 

they had a right to the government’s compensation.55  VPBs that continue to exercise 

unilateral authority over important decisions complicate villagers’ increasing perception 

of democratic participation and deepening villager participation. The existence of 

unaccountable and powerful officials in an increasingly democratic rural political system 

helps illuminate China’s increasing rural protest. 

Because village elections generally do not extend to VPBs, villagers have few 

means of holding VPBs accountable, and corruption among village Party leaders remains 

a constant cause of rural unrest.  In one anecdote found in Mei Fangquan’s discussion of 

one village’s changing power structures, she explores the relationship between VPB 

corruption, village unrest, and elections: 

“When the ‘rebel faction’ was first started, its strident anticorruption stance grew 
out of patriotism.  As the situation evolved, more human and material resources 
became available, the media and various other sectors of society became 
involved, and some in the rebel faction began to think about seizing power.  This 
was made particularly evident in their strong desire to overthrow the people in 
power during the 2002 elections.  At that time, in order to prevent development in 
the village, the rebel faction used a bulldozer to make a huge pile of dirt in front 
of someone’s factory, and would not let anybody in or out.  This type of activity is
a bit too extreme.”56

  
The corruption of the appointed VPB in this case led to villager anger, which villagers 

expressed at election time.  Interestingly, although the Party secretary who created the 

55 Li Guangshang
56 Mei Fangquan, “Report on Power Structures in Mingxing Village, Shenzhen city, 
Guangdong Province,” Chinese Sociology and Anthropology, vol. 36, no. 4, 2004, pg. 54
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conditions for the anti-corruption campaign was not elected, villager anger manifested 

itself in the institutionalized context of election time. 

In order to mitigate the rural instability resulting from tensions between village 

committees and VPBs, some townships have merged the two positions.  According to 

Guo Zhenglin and Thomas Bernstein, this move was also an attempt to regain Party 

legitimacy.57  In addition to establishing a single source of legitimacy (villagers) for 

village leaders, merging the two positions has significantly reduced villager burdens by 

reducing the total number of officials.  “In Liaocheng, 16, 089 VC [village committee] 

members also served in Party branches, resulting in a reduction in the village cadre force 

of 26,000 and saving 20 million yuan.  Reportedly, cadre-mass relations improved 

significantly.”58 

Conclusions

The introduction of village elections into the Chinese countryside has been 

accompanied by changing opportunity structures.  Increased access to participation in 

village decision-making has provided villagers with an institutional framework to voice 

their grievances, and serves as a conceptual symbol that may encourage other forms of 

extra-legal political participation.  Shifts in ruling alignments and cleavages among elites 

are expressed in challenges between village committees and VPBs.  The differing bases 

of legitimacy of the two organs and the murky boundaries of their respective authorities 

57 Guo Zhenglin and Thomas Bernstein, pg. 261
58 Guo Zhenglin and Thomas Bernstein, pg. 272.  If rural unrest is in large part due to 
heavy taxes, as Bernstein and Lü assert in Taxation Without Representation, then 
concurrent office holding and the subsequent reduction of burdens has significant 
implications for village stability.  
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results in villagers expecting accountability from appointed leaders and protesting elected

officials who don’t wield any actual power.  

The original debate over village-democracy turned on whether villager self-

governance could increase rural stability, ensure local compliance with state policies, and 

ultimately lead to the development of the rural economy.  Village-level democracy has 

instead provided villagers with new spaces and vocabularies with which to protest the 

enduring problem of local corruption.  Villagers continue to resist unpopular state 

policies, though their protests sometimes miss the actual power-holders.  Authority over 

village economic development is contested, and villagers influence and participate in the 

struggle between elected village committees and appointed VPBs.  

Concurrent holding of VPB and village committee chairs is spreading, and as it 

relates to economic development and social stability, this experiment has apparently had 

some positive effects.59  Concurrent office-holding may provide the Party with an 

insurance against further democratization, but it may also be a rather large error that 

could expose the Party to popular control.60  Moreover, concurrent-office holding may 

produce accountable village Party leaders capable of successfully reconciling the interests

of villagers and the center, which is promising for those who hope to see the Party 

transformed into a democratic institution. 

  

59 For examples, see Guo Zhenglin and Thomas Bernstein, pgs. 274-276
60 Kelliher, “The Chinese Debate Over Village Self-Government”
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